
Notes for TFA column – January 18 at 17.00
TFA Notes while studying the TFA and constructing the column on the left
Not sure how to do this. 
I think I’ll start by looking at the TF2 Red Inserts in the Sequentialisation.

 It looks as though the overall characterisation of ss1 and ss2 together is marked by a similar 
non-subjectivity, except for the short middle-moment of the ss1 Coda-moment.

But obviouslty, I then need to go into a lot more construction of a useful column 3 than that. 
Maybe I need a detailed ss1 construction of the initial self-presentation, and then a less detailed 
ss1/coda/ss2 altogether. 

In teaching I’ve always focused on the improvised structure of ss1, implicitly suggesting that 
‘in detail’ ss2 is less interesting, while continuing to note that Sam’s two subsessions fall into 
“everything’;s good” and “everything’s very difficult”, and other high-level generalities. 

Compare also the ‘big fields’ of Mrs Rajan, of unwilling traiumarised persons or categories like 
forced migrants, or those with unexpected terminal illnesses or wars or unexpected divorce or 
economic misfortune. “my world completely changed: I wasn’t the same person, people 
weren’t the same people (cf Harold in and after the strike).

Overall ss1/2 structure
• TF1 professional self-presentation
• Coda – stuck with this CV thing, there’s something missing
• Ss2 even more guarded professional self-presentation, no coda

Start with the TF2 Red Inserts while being prepared to modify them.

I don’t have an equivalent of my full BD Chronology. I had to do a full BDC for the October 
BDA panel.
I have the Full Sequentialisation (TSS) but for the November panel I only had to extract a 
panel-useful small section of the TSS. The full TSS is 42 pages long (18 pp for ss1; 24pp for 
ss2; no ss3).

I have to decide whether and when to ,look at the 8pp of ‘TSSing Jasper – Notes while doing 
Sequentialising and thinking about public access’ (title significant) and the  rather later and  
shorter ‘November 8 Notes ‘Resequentialising Jesper for Oslo November’(p.6)

In fact, I go to look at the ‘Resequentialising Jasper later notes’.

• Towards a profession: travels, Paris and Polmenac- France
• Professional art education: craft aspect and then shift towards conceptual side, more 

travelling Japan, NY
• Prague – more social, formal institutional, relational
• Projects

• Vietnamese city in Prague
• North Africa project and exhibition – Grymov exhibition “difficult to bring to 

the audience”
• 28 museum directors for National  Gallery + Erratum first moment of 

‘methodology of deception’
• Collective authorship of short films 

• Return to Oslo for steadier employment and institutional framework  and ‘Norwegian 
insertion’

• Applies for one, doesn’t get it
• Study Coordinator for MA Fine Art – 2 years –promoting student self-

organisation and different places for/ways of studying
• Applies and gets Research Fellowship – wellfunded with supervisors, develop 

your own work and get paid
• Project of Work, Work, Work

• Definition of project, and timetable
• Working with non-professionals and relation to art practice

• Vietnamese
• Elders project – interest in interview method
• ‘Planted MA students’ and double ontology/ethics questions (they do 

have full knowledge, but what about the academic and administrative 
staff?

• Members of all Norwegian political parties 
• P.13, transcript 21 – my notes about the disturbed tenses of ‘original pitching 

for funds/support’ language
• Feeling part of two worlds, not being able to discuss the project with people p.15 – 

“two worlds/double ontology/secrecy and deception

• Projects
• Membership of political parties – mostly deception with a dash of half-truth
• ‘Drawing your hand and conversation’ exhibition 21-30 – “might be an idea to 

talk to people behind the screen”
• Warsaw modern museum – volunteers over 4 weekends – but use of interviews to 

discover  motivation,  and  maybe  impact  (no  info  on  method  or  content  of 
interviews)

• New  ‘secret  project’ known  only  to  partner,  swearing  “the  committee”  to 
silence. Double ontology.

• Overall interpretation discussion
• Coda

• “I’m  missing  something….the  private  Jasper…hard  competitive  institutional 
environment which makes you vulnerable

• Missing: why are you doing it like that, what’s the psychology of  this
• ER: Discussion with Tom; “I haven’t been experiencing this kind of interview in 

that sense…I wouldn’t say I felt like an idiot…My story dragging out…Very hard 
to see it from a different point of view

 

Xxxxxxxx
What follows (whatever it turns out to be) is my response to my having written my notes in the 
other column – above the xxxxxxx line.

The early November ‘Resequentialising Jasper’ notes (for panel and/or assessors and/or 
would-be BNIM practitioners)show the detailed and difficult and obscure impacts on me as 
doing the TSS  (i) of  my imagining contrasting TSS-users (ii) of the different intended 
functions. 

Am I interested in the micro-subjectivity of the Telling, or the macro-significance for Art of the 
particular exhibitions being talked about

Choices between overall or fluctuating gross-TSS and subtle detail-TSS seems from these notes 
to have been peculiarly difficult.

I go on to decide that the Oslo-Panel extract will be a mix of the BDA/TFA, and it will be the 
BDA-like close-up of a key exhibition of a key artist. Jesper’s ‘objective mode of recital 
REPORT’ makes it difficult to have interesting hypotheses about the subjectivity ‘behind’ the 
conceiving and doing and evaluating of the exhibition.

My imagination that Jesper is doing an interview with a ‘public journalist’ or doing a ‘pitch’ in 
an interview with possible funders. Hence it stays as an official ‘press release’, or (not typical 
for BNIM and Sam at BBB) becomes one even more in ss2!

Commenting on initial ‘Red Inserts’ I’ve just put into the left-hand column for ss1
Too many TF/partitions, and very topic-focused. So liable to stick to official chronology. 
I should start with his Coda-frustration emerging from the anti-BNIM context and process of 
‘public professional’ design of SQUIN and use of recording for Oslo Academy Archives and 
public interpretation sessions of panels and eventual reporting. 
Great stress builds up for both of us by the ‘public Jesper’ holding the stage and so in the Coda 
(against the not being able to discuss projects with project participants, and be ‘self-expressive 
of motivation and purpose’ in the interview) . So he tries to articulate and I, counter-
productivekly, rush in to help by offering him theory and words (“that’s a bit close to what I 
was thinking” but neither he nor I expand on this. Fully internalised non-provocative, 
minimalist BNIM interview with interviewer self-suppressing like mad.

The ‘professional interview’ as if a pitch for funding – manifest in a strange ‘manner of 
speaking’ in which he floats himself and the listener between the design intention and the 
intended but partially achieved process, and no interest in evaluating retrospectively outcome 
against impact intention’ (TSS p.11, transcript p.16-18)

Bollas (I think) and his subjectivity under the ‘professional interview’ cover is revealed only in 
asides.

Writing these notes and putting in little modifications into the TFA on the left, I realise that I’m 
thinking of Jesper as conditioned in youth to be a ‘ constant traveller out’, and somebody 
compelled to ‘deceive and self-mis-represent’ and so confuse others. His later ‘double 
ontology’ and surfacing of worry about “not being able to talk to anybody about his work”, 
“swearing people to secrecy”, and manipulating them for some under-specified good, is 
something he admits more, gets worried about more, as ss1 progresses. The Coda is one in 
which he speaks as almost a private Jesper who has got confused by the professional Jesper 
into doing a ‘firmly professional interview’ which has not enabled him to “take a different 
view” etc. (Then in my view, he hides again)

I’m starting to think that I should be writing, I constantly am writing, the “structural account” 
that is BNIM-normally an option after the HCE. The extreme thin-ness of personal subjectivity 
about the HCE makes the task of writing his ‘History as a Professional’ an unsatisfying 
factuality report. I’m pretty much restating (with subjective trimmings) the BDA.
Conclusion?
I need a subjectivity focused TFA in which the ‘Coda chasm’ (like Laura, also a professional) is 
the main thing=, and the consequent ‘Structural Account’ also. The rehearsal of the BDC in the 
BDA and in the structure of the ‘TF2 Red Inserts TFA’ is not helpful, particularly given that the 
whole thing is part of Jesper’s PHA notional portfolio where his ‘objective artefacts’ will no 
doubt be given extreme documentation anyway.

What I have to offer most usefully is a low-Report high-Subjectivity account. My TFA should 
therefore not be infinitely laboured on.

I should start by an inter-subjectivity focused Case-introduction of a ‘structural account’ sort;  
and then re-do (if not already done) a discussion of the 4+ tension and ‘return of the repressed 
psychological-ethical self-presentational dimension’ in the Coda. My stress should be perhaps 
on how cosmopolitan experience and intensive travel creates a multiply-divided selfconscious 
presentation self anyway, the constraints of the chosen art profession and non-artefact-art add 
to this, and the ‘public BNIM process’ (including this report) make self-strangulation by 
realistic self-censorship extremely difficult to tolerate and handle. Great courage and social risk 
in making his focus in an alienated society and artwiorld “Work, work”. 

The induced paranoid atmosphere within the microclimate of the jury and that of the BNIM 
panel presentations and in me, is not by chance, as work markets identity and economic 
security get more and more chancy!

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

The objective life  changes (which pretty much follow with more detail the BDA, and which 
are mostly expanded in the rest of the portfolio). Therefore, hardly considering those objective 
life-topc changes, this needs to be my extremely subjective and very crude TFA of maybe no 
more than very few changes.

This also means that the HCE should be primarily organised around the construct of the 
‘changes’ which are a matter of emergent if potentially transient good fortune – theatre -> 
professional art -> galleries and exhibitions ->  pedagogic practice -> ‘relational modification’ 
artwork from the turn of the millennium, let us say.

‘Relational modification by way of deceptive entrepreneurship’ (starting with museum directors 
in Czech Republic and then starting back in Norway with membership of contrasting political 
parties) with ‘staff and participants’ and then right at the end with ‘bnim researchers’ and jury 
members. 

As a social researcher (historian, sociologist, psychosocietal research) I am struck by the fact 
that only recently (with the Warsaw Museum volunteers in 20XX) has he actually developed an 
interest and/or found a method to evaluate the impact on subjectivity of his subjective/
relational – changing artwork projects. This may be common issue between artists and media-
reception policy/practice-impact researchers like myself. Not knowing about Norway and/or 
the avant-garde artworld, others would be in a better position to say. 

I’m getting tired (12.04 Thursday) and losing my sense of what is to be done in this column.

I’m starting to think that I  should be composing the ‘structure of my official report’ together 
with page-lengths, etc. Prue said she thought I could write it in October! What length did I 
promise Jesper – was it 6,000 words.

My very much earlier ‘Notes while Doing the Sequentialisation and Thinking about 
Public Access’. I’ll now look at these ->

I remark sadly on 29 September that “my tweaked SQUIN” (really his) “felt as if it hardly 
modified a pre-prepared frequently-told official press release. Something like an expanded CV 
with only flickers of non-professional gloss”…..Prue remarks she had never seen a transcript 
with such long pauses “as he censors/decides what to say and not say”. These notes stress the 
danger to him personally and professionally of the BNIM public and publishable process. His 
‘deceptive ontology’ makes it even more so.!

I worry about ‘epic rich Report’ as a way of characterising his typical distancing from any 
particular lived experience (as opposed to the cerebral thinking about designing and carrying 
through of particular projects). 

His last page of ss1  ( TSS, pp. .15-18) there is a coda about “something missing” which he 
can’t quite say and about which I supply some words that he can’t quite endorse (“that’s pretty 
close to what I’m thinking”). 

My description in the column should have the ‘bulk’ and the ‘coda’ as the two main parts of 
ss1.,The TSS of ss2 (p.19-42 check) has no reflection on ss1 at the beginning and no coda at 
the end. My original ‘TSSing Jesper’ suggests that ss2 is  even less ‘subjectively expressive’ 
than ss1.! In this view, the ‘Coda moment’ did not lead, for whatever reason, to a less tight self-
control in ss2 than that which characterised ss1.

Would I have ever discussed this ‘self-control self-censorship public-vulnerability issue’ with 
Jesper? I don’t think that I have until now, certainly not “on the record”. He has somehow 
managed to keep himself “opaque and invisible” and “puppet-master behind his own screen” in 
the BNIM interview as well. See discussion of the Jury-Protokoll of the unsatisfactory nature 
of all this (which I got yesterday).

I have yet to read the Sequentialisation of ss2 ! I should but I’m getting too congested at the 
moment. ‘Structure of 6k words’ or ‘TFA of ss2’?
Que sera sera….



TFA Notes while studying the TFA and constructing the column on the left
Not sure how to do this. 
I think I’ll start by looking at the TF2 Red Inserts in the Sequentialisation.

 It looks as though the overall characterisation of ss1 and ss2 together is marked by a similar 
non-subjectivity, except for the short middle-moment of the ss1 Coda-moment.

But obviouslty, I then need to go into a lot more construction of a useful column 3 than that. 
Maybe I need a detailed ss1 construction of the initial self-presentation, and then a less detailed 
ss1/coda/ss2 altogether. 

In teaching I’ve always focused on the improvised structure of ss1, implicitly suggesting that 
‘in detail’ ss2 is less interesting, while continuing to note that Sam’s two subsessions fall into 
“everything’;s good” and “everything’s very difficult”, and other high-level generalities. 

Compare also the ‘big fields’ of Mrs Rajan, of unwilling traiumarised persons or categories like 
forced migrants, or those with unexpected terminal illnesses or wars or unexpected divorce or 
economic misfortune. “my world completely changed: I wasn’t the same person, people 
weren’t the same people (cf Harold in and after the strike).

Overall ss1/2 structure
• TF1 professional self-presentation
• Coda – stuck with this CV thing, there’s something missing
• Ss2 even more guarded professional self-presentation, no coda

Start with the TF2 Red Inserts while being prepared to modify them.

I don’t have an equivalent of my full BD Chronology. I had to do a full BDC for the October 
BDA panel.
I have the Full Sequentialisation (TSS) but for the November panel I only had to extract a 
panel-useful small section of the TSS. The full TSS is 42 pages long (18 pp for ss1; 24pp for 
ss2; no ss3).

I have to decide whether and when to ,look at the 8pp of ‘TSSing Jasper – Notes while doing 
Sequentialising and thinking about public access’ (title significant) and the  rather later and  
shorter ‘November 8 Notes ‘Resequentialising Jesper for Oslo November’(p.6)

In fact, I go to look at the ‘Resequentialising Jasper later notes’.

• Towards a profession: travels, Paris and Polmenac- France
• Professional art education: craft aspect and then shift towards conceptual side, more 

travelling Japan, NY
• Prague – more social, formal institutional, relational
• Projects

• Vietnamese city in Prague
• North Africa project and exhibition – Grymov exhibition “difficult to bring to 

the audience”
• 28 museum directors for National  Gallery + Erratum first moment of 

‘methodology of deception’
• Collective authorship of short films 

• Return to Oslo for steadier employment and institutional framework  and ‘Norwegian 
insertion’

• Applies for one, doesn’t get it
• Study Coordinator for MA Fine Art – 2 years –promoting student self-

organisation and different places for/ways of studying
• Applies and gets Research Fellowship – wellfunded with supervisors, develop 

your own work and get paid
• Project of Work, Work, Work

• Definition of project, and timetable
• Working with non-professionals and relation to art practice

• Vietnamese
• Elders project – interest in interview method
• ‘Planted MA students’ and double ontology/ethics questions (they do 

have full knowledge, but what about the academic and administrative 
staff?

• Members of all Norwegian political parties 
• P.13, transcript 21 – my notes about the disturbed tenses of ‘original pitching 

for funds/support’ language
• Feeling part of two worlds, not being able to discuss the project with people p.15 – 

“two worlds/double ontology/secrecy and deception

• Projects
• Membership of political parties – mostly deception with a dash of half-truth
• ‘Drawing your hand and conversation’ exhibition 21-30 – “might be an idea to 

talk to people behind the screen”
• Warsaw modern museum – volunteers over 4 weekends – but use of interviews to 

discover  motivation,  and  maybe  impact  (no  info  on  method  or  content  of 
interviews)

• New  ‘secret  project’ known  only  to  partner,  swearing  “the  committee”  to 
silence. Double ontology.

• Overall interpretation discussion
• Coda

• “I’m  missing  something….the  private  Jasper…hard  competitive  institutional 
environment which makes you vulnerable

• Missing: why are you doing it like that, what’s the psychology of  this
• ER: Discussion with Tom; “I haven’t been experiencing this kind of interview in 

that sense…I wouldn’t say I felt like an idiot…My story dragging out…Very hard 
to see it from a different point of view

 

Xxxxxxxx
What follows (whatever it turns out to be) is my response to my having written my notes in the 
other column – above the xxxxxxx line.

The early November ‘Resequentialising Jasper’ notes (for panel and/or assessors and/or 
would-be BNIM practitioners)show the detailed and difficult and obscure impacts on me as 
doing the TSS  (i) of  my imagining contrasting TSS-users (ii) of the different intended 
functions. 

Am I interested in the micro-subjectivity of the Telling, or the macro-significance for Art of the 
particular exhibitions being talked about

Choices between overall or fluctuating gross-TSS and subtle detail-TSS seems from these notes 
to have been peculiarly difficult.

I go on to decide that the Oslo-Panel extract will be a mix of the BDA/TFA, and it will be the 
BDA-like close-up of a key exhibition of a key artist. Jesper’s ‘objective mode of recital 
REPORT’ makes it difficult to have interesting hypotheses about the subjectivity ‘behind’ the 
conceiving and doing and evaluating of the exhibition.

My imagination that Jesper is doing an interview with a ‘public journalist’ or doing a ‘pitch’ in 
an interview with possible funders. Hence it stays as an official ‘press release’, or (not typical 
for BNIM and Sam at BBB) becomes one even more in ss2!

Commenting on initial ‘Red Inserts’ I’ve just put into the left-hand column for ss1
Too many TF/partitions, and very topic-focused. So liable to stick to official chronology. 
I should start with his Coda-frustration emerging from the anti-BNIM context and process of 
‘public professional’ design of SQUIN and use of recording for Oslo Academy Archives and 
public interpretation sessions of panels and eventual reporting. 
Great stress builds up for both of us by the ‘public Jesper’ holding the stage and so in the Coda 
(against the not being able to discuss projects with project participants, and be ‘self-expressive 
of motivation and purpose’ in the interview) . So he tries to articulate and I, counter-
productivekly, rush in to help by offering him theory and words (“that’s a bit close to what I 
was thinking” but neither he nor I expand on this. Fully internalised non-provocative, 
minimalist BNIM interview with interviewer self-suppressing like mad.

The ‘professional interview’ as if a pitch for funding – manifest in a strange ‘manner of 
speaking’ in which he floats himself and the listener between the design intention and the 
intended but partially achieved process, and no interest in evaluating retrospectively outcome 
against impact intention’ (TSS p.11, transcript p.16-18)

Bollas (I think) and his subjectivity under the ‘professional interview’ cover is revealed only in 
asides.

Writing these notes and putting in little modifications into the TFA on the left, I realise that I’m 
thinking of Jesper as conditioned in youth to be a ‘ constant traveller out’, and somebody 
compelled to ‘deceive and self-mis-represent’ and so confuse others. His later ‘double 
ontology’ and surfacing of worry about “not being able to talk to anybody about his work”, 
“swearing people to secrecy”, and manipulating them for some under-specified good, is 
something he admits more, gets worried about more, as ss1 progresses. The Coda is one in 
which he speaks as almost a private Jesper who has got confused by the professional Jesper 
into doing a ‘firmly professional interview’ which has not enabled him to “take a different 
view” etc. (Then in my view, he hides again)

I’m starting to think that I should be writing, I constantly am writing, the “structural account” 
that is BNIM-normally an option after the HCE. The extreme thin-ness of personal subjectivity 
about the HCE makes the task of writing his ‘History as a Professional’ an unsatisfying 
factuality report. I’m pretty much restating (with subjective trimmings) the BDA.
Conclusion?
I need a subjectivity focused TFA in which the ‘Coda chasm’ (like Laura, also a professional) is 
the main thing=, and the consequent ‘Structural Account’ also. The rehearsal of the BDC in the 
BDA and in the structure of the ‘TF2 Red Inserts TFA’ is not helpful, particularly given that the 
whole thing is part of Jesper’s PHA notional portfolio where his ‘objective artefacts’ will no 
doubt be given extreme documentation anyway.

What I have to offer most usefully is a low-Report high-Subjectivity account. My TFA should 
therefore not be infinitely laboured on.

I should start by an inter-subjectivity focused Case-introduction of a ‘structural account’ sort;  
and then re-do (if not already done) a discussion of the 4+ tension and ‘return of the repressed 
psychological-ethical self-presentational dimension’ in the Coda. My stress should be perhaps 
on how cosmopolitan experience and intensive travel creates a multiply-divided selfconscious 
presentation self anyway, the constraints of the chosen art profession and non-artefact-art add 
to this, and the ‘public BNIM process’ (including this report) make self-strangulation by 
realistic self-censorship extremely difficult to tolerate and handle. Great courage and social risk 
in making his focus in an alienated society and artwiorld “Work, work”. 

The induced paranoid atmosphere within the microclimate of the jury and that of the BNIM 
panel presentations and in me, is not by chance, as work markets identity and economic 
security get more and more chancy!

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

The objective life  changes (which pretty much follow with more detail the BDA, and which 
are mostly expanded in the rest of the portfolio). Therefore, hardly considering those objective 
life-topc changes, this needs to be my extremely subjective and very crude TFA of maybe no 
more than very few changes.

This also means that the HCE should be primarily organised around the construct of the 
‘changes’ which are a matter of emergent if potentially transient good fortune – theatre -> 
professional art -> galleries and exhibitions ->  pedagogic practice -> ‘relational modification’ 
artwork from the turn of the millennium, let us say.

‘Relational modification by way of deceptive entrepreneurship’ (starting with museum directors 
in Czech Republic and then starting back in Norway with membership of contrasting political 
parties) with ‘staff and participants’ and then right at the end with ‘bnim researchers’ and jury 
members. 

As a social researcher (historian, sociologist, psychosocietal research) I am struck by the fact 
that only recently (with the Warsaw Museum volunteers in 20XX) has he actually developed an 
interest and/or found a method to evaluate the impact on subjectivity of his subjective/
relational – changing artwork projects. This may be common issue between artists and media-
reception policy/practice-impact researchers like myself. Not knowing about Norway and/or 
the avant-garde artworld, others would be in a better position to say. 

I’m getting tired (12.04 Thursday) and losing my sense of what is to be done in this column.

I’m starting to think that I  should be composing the ‘structure of my official report’ together 
with page-lengths, etc. Prue said she thought I could write it in October! What length did I 
promise Jesper – was it 6,000 words.

My very much earlier ‘Notes while Doing the Sequentialisation and Thinking about 
Public Access’. I’ll now look at these ->

I remark sadly on 29 September that “my tweaked SQUIN” (really his) “felt as if it hardly 
modified a pre-prepared frequently-told official press release. Something like an expanded CV 
with only flickers of non-professional gloss”…..Prue remarks she had never seen a transcript 
with such long pauses “as he censors/decides what to say and not say”. These notes stress the 
danger to him personally and professionally of the BNIM public and publishable process. His 
‘deceptive ontology’ makes it even more so.!

I worry about ‘epic rich Report’ as a way of characterising his typical distancing from any 
particular lived experience (as opposed to the cerebral thinking about designing and carrying 
through of particular projects). 

His last page of ss1  ( TSS, pp. .15-18) there is a coda about “something missing” which he 
can’t quite say and about which I supply some words that he can’t quite endorse (“that’s pretty 
close to what I’m thinking”). 

My description in the column should have the ‘bulk’ and the ‘coda’ as the two main parts of 
ss1.,The TSS of ss2 (p.19-42 check) has no reflection on ss1 at the beginning and no coda at 
the end. My original ‘TSSing Jesper’ suggests that ss2 is  even less ‘subjectively expressive’ 
than ss1.! In this view, the ‘Coda moment’ did not lead, for whatever reason, to a less tight self-
control in ss2 than that which characterised ss1.

Would I have ever discussed this ‘self-control self-censorship public-vulnerability issue’ with 
Jesper? I don’t think that I have until now, certainly not “on the record”. He has somehow 
managed to keep himself “opaque and invisible” and “puppet-master behind his own screen” in 
the BNIM interview as well. See discussion of the Jury-Protokoll of the unsatisfactory nature 
of all this (which I got yesterday).

I have yet to read the Sequentialisation of ss2 ! I should but I’m getting too congested at the 
moment. ‘Structure of 6k words’ or ‘TFA of ss2’?
Que sera sera….



TFA Notes while studying the TFA and constructing the column on the left
Not sure how to do this. 
I think I’ll start by looking at the TF2 Red Inserts in the Sequentialisation.

 It looks as though the overall characterisation of ss1 and ss2 together is marked by a similar 
non-subjectivity, except for the short middle-moment of the ss1 Coda-moment.

But obviouslty, I then need to go into a lot more construction of a useful column 3 than that. 
Maybe I need a detailed ss1 construction of the initial self-presentation, and then a less detailed 
ss1/coda/ss2 altogether. 

In teaching I’ve always focused on the improvised structure of ss1, implicitly suggesting that 
‘in detail’ ss2 is less interesting, while continuing to note that Sam’s two subsessions fall into 
“everything’;s good” and “everything’s very difficult”, and other high-level generalities. 

Compare also the ‘big fields’ of Mrs Rajan, of unwilling traiumarised persons or categories like 
forced migrants, or those with unexpected terminal illnesses or wars or unexpected divorce or 
economic misfortune. “my world completely changed: I wasn’t the same person, people 
weren’t the same people (cf Harold in and after the strike).

Overall ss1/2 structure
• TF1 professional self-presentation
• Coda – stuck with this CV thing, there’s something missing
• Ss2 even more guarded professional self-presentation, no coda

Start with the TF2 Red Inserts while being prepared to modify them.

I don’t have an equivalent of my full BD Chronology. I had to do a full BDC for the October 
BDA panel.
I have the Full Sequentialisation (TSS) but for the November panel I only had to extract a 
panel-useful small section of the TSS. The full TSS is 42 pages long (18 pp for ss1; 24pp for 
ss2; no ss3).

I have to decide whether and when to ,look at the 8pp of ‘TSSing Jasper – Notes while doing 
Sequentialising and thinking about public access’ (title significant) and the  rather later and  
shorter ‘November 8 Notes ‘Resequentialising Jesper for Oslo November’(p.6)

In fact, I go to look at the ‘Resequentialising Jasper later notes’.

• Towards a profession: travels, Paris and Polmenac- France
• Professional art education: craft aspect and then shift towards conceptual side, more 

travelling Japan, NY
• Prague – more social, formal institutional, relational
• Projects

• Vietnamese city in Prague
• North Africa project and exhibition – Grymov exhibition “difficult to bring to 

the audience”
• 28 museum directors for National  Gallery + Erratum first moment of 

‘methodology of deception’
• Collective authorship of short films 

• Return to Oslo for steadier employment and institutional framework  and ‘Norwegian 
insertion’

• Applies for one, doesn’t get it
• Study Coordinator for MA Fine Art – 2 years –promoting student self-

organisation and different places for/ways of studying
• Applies and gets Research Fellowship – wellfunded with supervisors, develop 

your own work and get paid
• Project of Work, Work, Work

• Definition of project, and timetable
• Working with non-professionals and relation to art practice

• Vietnamese
• Elders project – interest in interview method
• ‘Planted MA students’ and double ontology/ethics questions (they do 

have full knowledge, but what about the academic and administrative 
staff?

• Members of all Norwegian political parties 
• P.13, transcript 21 – my notes about the disturbed tenses of ‘original pitching 

for funds/support’ language
• Feeling part of two worlds, not being able to discuss the project with people p.15 – 

“two worlds/double ontology/secrecy and deception

• Projects
• Membership of political parties – mostly deception with a dash of half-truth
• ‘Drawing your hand and conversation’ exhibition 21-30 – “might be an idea to 

talk to people behind the screen”
• Warsaw modern museum – volunteers over 4 weekends – but use of interviews to 

discover  motivation,  and  maybe  impact  (no  info  on  method  or  content  of 
interviews)

• New  ‘secret  project’ known  only  to  partner,  swearing  “the  committee”  to 
silence. Double ontology.

• Overall interpretation discussion
• Coda

• “I’m  missing  something….the  private  Jasper…hard  competitive  institutional 
environment which makes you vulnerable

• Missing: why are you doing it like that, what’s the psychology of  this
• ER: Discussion with Tom; “I haven’t been experiencing this kind of interview in 

that sense…I wouldn’t say I felt like an idiot…My story dragging out…Very hard 
to see it from a different point of view

 

Xxxxxxxx
What follows (whatever it turns out to be) is my response to my having written my notes in the 
other column – above the xxxxxxx line.

The early November ‘Resequentialising Jasper’ notes (for panel and/or assessors and/or 
would-be BNIM practitioners)show the detailed and difficult and obscure impacts on me as 
doing the TSS  (i) of  my imagining contrasting TSS-users (ii) of the different intended 
functions. 

Am I interested in the micro-subjectivity of the Telling, or the macro-significance for Art of the 
particular exhibitions being talked about

Choices between overall or fluctuating gross-TSS and subtle detail-TSS seems from these notes 
to have been peculiarly difficult.

I go on to decide that the Oslo-Panel extract will be a mix of the BDA/TFA, and it will be the 
BDA-like close-up of a key exhibition of a key artist. Jesper’s ‘objective mode of recital 
REPORT’ makes it difficult to have interesting hypotheses about the subjectivity ‘behind’ the 
conceiving and doing and evaluating of the exhibition.

My imagination that Jesper is doing an interview with a ‘public journalist’ or doing a ‘pitch’ in 
an interview with possible funders. Hence it stays as an official ‘press release’, or (not typical 
for BNIM and Sam at BBB) becomes one even more in ss2!

Commenting on initial ‘Red Inserts’ I’ve just put into the left-hand column for ss1
Too many TF/partitions, and very topic-focused. So liable to stick to official chronology. 
I should start with his Coda-frustration emerging from the anti-BNIM context and process of 
‘public professional’ design of SQUIN and use of recording for Oslo Academy Archives and 
public interpretation sessions of panels and eventual reporting. 
Great stress builds up for both of us by the ‘public Jesper’ holding the stage and so in the Coda 
(against the not being able to discuss projects with project participants, and be ‘self-expressive 
of motivation and purpose’ in the interview) . So he tries to articulate and I, counter-
productivekly, rush in to help by offering him theory and words (“that’s a bit close to what I 
was thinking” but neither he nor I expand on this. Fully internalised non-provocative, 
minimalist BNIM interview with interviewer self-suppressing like mad.

The ‘professional interview’ as if a pitch for funding – manifest in a strange ‘manner of 
speaking’ in which he floats himself and the listener between the design intention and the 
intended but partially achieved process, and no interest in evaluating retrospectively outcome 
against impact intention’ (TSS p.11, transcript p.16-18)

Bollas (I think) and his subjectivity under the ‘professional interview’ cover is revealed only in 
asides.

Writing these notes and putting in little modifications into the TFA on the left, I realise that I’m 
thinking of Jesper as conditioned in youth to be a ‘ constant traveller out’, and somebody 
compelled to ‘deceive and self-mis-represent’ and so confuse others. His later ‘double 
ontology’ and surfacing of worry about “not being able to talk to anybody about his work”, 
“swearing people to secrecy”, and manipulating them for some under-specified good, is 
something he admits more, gets worried about more, as ss1 progresses. The Coda is one in 
which he speaks as almost a private Jesper who has got confused by the professional Jesper 
into doing a ‘firmly professional interview’ which has not enabled him to “take a different 
view” etc. (Then in my view, he hides again)

I’m starting to think that I should be writing, I constantly am writing, the “structural account” 
that is BNIM-normally an option after the HCE. The extreme thin-ness of personal subjectivity 
about the HCE makes the task of writing his ‘History as a Professional’ an unsatisfying 
factuality report. I’m pretty much restating (with subjective trimmings) the BDA.
Conclusion?
I need a subjectivity focused TFA in which the ‘Coda chasm’ (like Laura, also a professional) is 
the main thing=, and the consequent ‘Structural Account’ also. The rehearsal of the BDC in the 
BDA and in the structure of the ‘TF2 Red Inserts TFA’ is not helpful, particularly given that the 
whole thing is part of Jesper’s PHA notional portfolio where his ‘objective artefacts’ will no 
doubt be given extreme documentation anyway.

What I have to offer most usefully is a low-Report high-Subjectivity account. My TFA should 
therefore not be infinitely laboured on.

I should start by an inter-subjectivity focused Case-introduction of a ‘structural account’ sort;  
and then re-do (if not already done) a discussion of the 4+ tension and ‘return of the repressed 
psychological-ethical self-presentational dimension’ in the Coda. My stress should be perhaps 
on how cosmopolitan experience and intensive travel creates a multiply-divided selfconscious 
presentation self anyway, the constraints of the chosen art profession and non-artefact-art add 
to this, and the ‘public BNIM process’ (including this report) make self-strangulation by 
realistic self-censorship extremely difficult to tolerate and handle. Great courage and social risk 
in making his focus in an alienated society and artwiorld “Work, work”. 

The induced paranoid atmosphere within the microclimate of the jury and that of the BNIM 
panel presentations and in me, is not by chance, as work markets identity and economic 
security get more and more chancy!

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

The objective life  changes (which pretty much follow with more detail the BDA, and which 
are mostly expanded in the rest of the portfolio). Therefore, hardly considering those objective 
life-topc changes, this needs to be my extremely subjective and very crude TFA of maybe no 
more than very few changes.

This also means that the HCE should be primarily organised around the construct of the 
‘changes’ which are a matter of emergent if potentially transient good fortune – theatre -> 
professional art -> galleries and exhibitions ->  pedagogic practice -> ‘relational modification’ 
artwork from the turn of the millennium, let us say.

‘Relational modification by way of deceptive entrepreneurship’ (starting with museum directors 
in Czech Republic and then starting back in Norway with membership of contrasting political 
parties) with ‘staff and participants’ and then right at the end with ‘bnim researchers’ and jury 
members. 

As a social researcher (historian, sociologist, psychosocietal research) I am struck by the fact 
that only recently (with the Warsaw Museum volunteers in 20XX) has he actually developed an 
interest and/or found a method to evaluate the impact on subjectivity of his subjective/
relational – changing artwork projects. This may be common issue between artists and media-
reception policy/practice-impact researchers like myself. Not knowing about Norway and/or 
the avant-garde artworld, others would be in a better position to say. 

I’m getting tired (12.04 Thursday) and losing my sense of what is to be done in this column.

I’m starting to think that I  should be composing the ‘structure of my official report’ together 
with page-lengths, etc. Prue said she thought I could write it in October! What length did I 
promise Jesper – was it 6,000 words.

My very much earlier ‘Notes while Doing the Sequentialisation and Thinking about 
Public Access’. I’ll now look at these ->

I remark sadly on 29 September that “my tweaked SQUIN” (really his) “felt as if it hardly 
modified a pre-prepared frequently-told official press release. Something like an expanded CV 
with only flickers of non-professional gloss”…..Prue remarks she had never seen a transcript 
with such long pauses “as he censors/decides what to say and not say”. These notes stress the 
danger to him personally and professionally of the BNIM public and publishable process. His 
‘deceptive ontology’ makes it even more so.!

I worry about ‘epic rich Report’ as a way of characterising his typical distancing from any 
particular lived experience (as opposed to the cerebral thinking about designing and carrying 
through of particular projects). 

His last page of ss1  ( TSS, pp. .15-18) there is a coda about “something missing” which he 
can’t quite say and about which I supply some words that he can’t quite endorse (“that’s pretty 
close to what I’m thinking”). 

My description in the column should have the ‘bulk’ and the ‘coda’ as the two main parts of 
ss1.,The TSS of ss2 (p.19-42 check) has no reflection on ss1 at the beginning and no coda at 
the end. My original ‘TSSing Jesper’ suggests that ss2 is  even less ‘subjectively expressive’ 
than ss1.! In this view, the ‘Coda moment’ did not lead, for whatever reason, to a less tight self-
control in ss2 than that which characterised ss1.

Would I have ever discussed this ‘self-control self-censorship public-vulnerability issue’ with 
Jesper? I don’t think that I have until now, certainly not “on the record”. He has somehow 
managed to keep himself “opaque and invisible” and “puppet-master behind his own screen” in 
the BNIM interview as well. See discussion of the Jury-Protokoll of the unsatisfactory nature 
of all this (which I got yesterday).

I have yet to read the Sequentialisation of ss2 ! I should but I’m getting too congested at the 
moment. ‘Structure of 6k words’ or ‘TFA of ss2’?
Que sera sera….


